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distortion is one of the most widely used effects, mainly for its ability to add harmonics to a signal. simply because of their character, harmonics are great for adding spark to audio, creating more body to the sound, and of course, for enhancing the overall transience of the sound. however, they have a big downside. they can create a thick sound that may lack precision and nuance. also, when they are applied to a track that has already been recorded, they can completely destroy the original tone of the
track. therefore, in a mix, if the audio content of the track does not properly need a bit of harmonics, we would not recommend their use. for this reason, both the saturation and exciter plugins get and audio signal and then apply distortion to it. the saturation plugin increases or decreases gain based on the saturation setting, therefore the more gain, the more spark you may find. but the more the gain, the more you may destroy the original signal. the exciter plugin simulates the voice of the veneer on a
record player turntable. the more open you let the turntable, the more spark you may find. however, if you apply too much exciter, you will easily hear an undesirable head shake to the sound. and the other way around, if you apply too little exciter, the sound will lack extra spark. all content on this site is copyrighted and protected. if you want to use any content on this site, you need to get permission first. or just click here to read more. we would be very thankful if you do ask us for permission, because
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waves vintage is the most authentic vintage sound in any other free waves audio editor available. while not perfect, the vintage aural exciter is a great first step. like other exciters and enhancers, the vintage aural exciter is extremely easy to use. once you're finished with it, you can
use the various volume sliders within the waves vintage plugin to further enhance it. waves vintage is totally free for anyone to use. to claim credit for it, simply use the link below to download a digital copy of the file. this way, you can use the vintage aural exciter whenever you want,
without needing to purchase the waves plug-in. affiliate disclaimer: we are a participant in the amazon services llc associates program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to amazon.com and affiliated sites. waves now offers its
original legacy aural exciter to modders, i.e., ice age collision course (euro) and shooter (seven waves total). along with these, though, are a few new versions called aperceptual exciter (ice age collision course (euro)) and an advanced analog exciter (shooter). the first step is a pre-

amp, which boosts low-range frequencies. this is important because it enables impressively enhanced audio, which makes the sense of presence stronger. for example, audio that sounds muffled has a lackluster sense of presence, but once the low-end, which is the basis for this sense
of presence, is fixed, the result is more exciting. 5ec8ef588b
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